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SPARTANS,
It’s been an honor and

pleasure to serve as your 2017-2018
Sword & Shield Editors-in-Chief.
There have been many landmark
events this school year, and we’re
happy to say each one has now
been recorded in the pages of the
newspaper as a piece of Memorial’s
history. From Marching for Our
Lives to Forensics shake-ups to
welcoming in Memorial’s third ever
boys soccer coach, it’s been a whirlwind of a ride, and we’ve enjoyed
and learned from every second of it.
Working on this edition has been a
joyride, with laughter, tears, and so
much fun. Thank you so much for
letting us share this exciting journey
with you and joining us.
This senior issue celebrates the tremendous achievements of the class
of 2018, of which we are an honor
to be a part of. Even as we go our
different directions, we’ll be tied
together by our pride and past as a
Memorial Spartan. We can’t wait
to see and share all the incredible
places everyone will end up!
Finally, we would like to
thank Mrs. Parris Ford for being an
amazing adviser to the newspaper,
as well as every 2017-2018 editor
and contributor, for without which
these monthly issues would not be
possible. As we pass the torch on to
the next editors, we know you will
all do a great job and keep writing down the important news and
issues in the Memorial community
far into the future.

Sincerely,
Evanka Annyapu and Kelly Wu
Your new Sword & Shield Editors for 20182019:
Editors-in-Chief: Beatričė Naujalytė
& Garrett Kennedy
Layout Editor: Lily Lowndes
Copy Editor: Shruti Sathish
Webmaster: Davis Hardy
News Editor: Leah Vredenbregt
Arts & Entertainment Editors: Jassi Chahal &
Claire Reid
Opinions Editor: Maggie di Sanza
Sports Editors: Kari Larsen & Rahima Osman
Student Life Editors: Amisha Talati
& Deney Li
www.jmmswordandshield.com

EDITORS
Co-Editors-in-Chief
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ADVISOR
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HONORS

High& Honors
CHOLARSHIPS
AWARDS

SCHOLORSHIPS & AWARDS
Continued...

SCHOLARSHIPS & AWARDS
Program
Honors

Senior Year
Descriptions

SCHOLARSHIPS & AWARDS

emic Excellence
MichelleAwards
Adler
GrantEvanka
Jensen Annyapu
Lauryn
Katherine
LiuAnthony
Lucas Arifin
Amit Rajesh

Lamont Public School Scholarship

Betty Perego
Jenna Kerkhoff
WELCOME
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Nicholas
Statz
Luis
Abreu-Socorro
Emily
Lutfi
Ariana Chaloeunporn
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Kelly
Wu
Jaden
Kraemer
Sophie Wegner
Jay Affeldt, Principal
Karina Alvarez Alvidrez
Tejvir Mann
Luis
Ocotl
Garcia
Rocio Xelhua-Montes
Gage
Krumbach
Elizabeth
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Yenny Arbelaez
Maia McKeon
Marti
Kaump Music & Performing
Arts
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Olivia Wolters
Lizbeth
Ocotl
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Pakou Emily Yang
Adrian Daniel Ayag
Evelyn Mendoza Nunez
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Hardin
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Metzger
SCHOLARSHIPS
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Cameron Olivera
Alexis Wong
Evanka Annyapu Benjamin Crooks
Lorenzo Puglielli
Adelaide Zweifel
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Nikola Milicic
Ethan Cunningham
Ethan Radomski
Dan Maloney,
Scholarship Committee Chairperson
Mariane Gale Pagas
Logan DeMars
Grace Moore
Fritz Kaump
Natalie Donkle
Michael Rehani
John
Meghan Despain
Miranda Moulis
4.0Stuessy
in BoldScholarship Hope Duppler
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TEEM SCHOLARS
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Mike Sanchez-Vazquez
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Andy
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Daine Riggins
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Sydney Peterson
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Joseph E. Hind Memorial Eden
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Gilbertson-Fabian
Sarah
Silvers
Manasa Kalluri
NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARS Rosemary
Margaret Fitzpatrick
Amit Rajesh
Patton
Evelin Avila Ramirez
Elizabeth Graper
Michael Smith
Joel Foster
Daine Riggins
AmySorenson
Olson, School Counselor
Sarah
Silvers
Owen
Greene
Emma
Naomi
Foster
town Rotary
Club
Foundation Elizabeth Roby
Bruce
Dahmen
MemorialSenior
Scholarship
Dick
Shimon
Outstanding
Athletes
Adia
Hartmann-Snyder
Elizabeth Strauss
Mikael
Frey
Simran
Sandhu
Rosemary
Patton
Aamina Ali
Tiara Fountain
Natalie
Donkle
Alexandra
Hei
Amulya
Suresh
Frank A. Zuerner Memorial
Andrea Fruit
SCHOLASTIC HONORS & HIGH HONORS
Anurag Sandireddy
Bijou Hendee
Sydney Tang
Sydney
Peterson
Elliott
Grays
KarinaNicole
AlvarezGessler
Alvidrez
JackSauer
Jefferds
Maia
Miranda Moulis Daniel Hill
Soua Thao
Jay
Affeldt,
Principal
Demetrius
Barnes
Mai ZeSchmidt
Vang
William
Elliott
Grays
Anna Hoffmann
Andrea Lizbeth Tolentino
Devine Family Foundation
Emmalina Groves
Sara Sheibani
Meg Filkins,
Tommaso
TonelliAssistant Principal
U.S. Naval Academy Appointment
Hazel Paschall ScholarshipSai Indukuri
Mahad Osman
Sierra Hansen
Anna Stalsberg
Abigail Jackson
Eli Tripp
Sydney Tang
Matt
Hendrickson, Assistant Principal Alex Wowk
Sally Herman
Nicholas Statz
Kendra James
Ian Virtue
ntown Rotary
Jenny Jiang
Meghan
Wenzel Assistant Principal
Riley Club
Hunt Youth AwardsNathan Swartz
Ben Radloff,
Ross M. Koen
VictorRuiz
E. Albright Scholarship
Shaurya Kethireddy
McKinley Wise
Akshay Iyer
Andrew Taber
r Improvement………………………………………….…………...Brenda
Chamanpreet Pangli
TEEM Scholars
LorieWong
Wesolek, Assistant Principal
Alexis
Natalie Worman Aisha Khan
Jack Jefferds
Marvin Tan
r Achievement………………………………..……………Anurag
Sandireddy
GaryFoster
Uselman
Eden
Leena Kheraz
Alexander Wowk
Kevin Tatooles
Grant Jensen
anding Senior………………………………………………………Roark
Lundal
Nicholas Koenig
Michael Yee
Tenzin Tashi
Quinnlan Jones
Colton Tegtmeier
Ethel Mabie Falk
Nina Krupenkin
Erik Young
Gary Nelson
………………………………………….…………………Karina
Alvarez
Alvidrez
Suraj Joottu
Kong Meng Thao
Brianna Johnson Caitlin Lancaster
Chuyin Zeng
Tenzin Gelek
Mitchell Josvai
Ryan Treves
munity Service………………………………………………………..Ryan
TrevesCaden Seymour-Nahn
Ryan Larson
Andy Truong
Manasa Kalluri
Catherine Ann Li

Reception to follow

NATIONAL MERIT COMMENDED STUDENTS
Michael Esry

Amit Rajesh

Katherine Liu
Leo Ma

Maia Sauer
Angie Xu

SCHOLARSHIPS & A
West Towne Middleton Rotary
Hannah Metzger
Madeline Urso
Breakfast Optimists
Tenzin Samdup
Downtown Kiwanis Club
Erin Fennessy
Priya Mathur
Horizon’s Rotary Club
Eden Foster
Evelyn Mendoza Nunez
Sauk Trails Optimist
Jenny Jiang
Tejvir Mann
Anurag Sandireddy

Jake Weinbach
Sports over school
Jeimy Rico
stress, senioritis, friendship
Lion’s
Jeremy James Madison West
fun, long,
greatClub
Joel Foster
Mellow, Slightly
Quinnlan
Jonesboring
John Potter
Hard as ever
John Wisch Jr
Is it over
Atrium
Jonah Kibartas UW Health:
Should
I go? Clinic
Keely Berg
Short, bittersweet,
Sydney
Peterson impacting
Kelly Wu
over too quickly
Kiran Arora
Busy, different, exciting
UnionTrack
Anna Stalsberg
Lance Drewry Summit Credit
Music, Work,
Gage
Lauren Cattapan
Best Krumbach
one yet
Nathan Swartz
Lauren Cattapan
Fun, exciting,
fast
Alexandra
Zach
www.jmmswordandshield.com
Andrew Taber
Lexi Wong
Busy, fast, fun
Liam Enright
Fun as hell

Amulya
Kelly W

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP FINALISTS
Dorothy Cai
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Kurt Eggers
Erin Fennessy
Mikael Frey

Ryan Treves
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Most

Likely

Be on Broadway
Audrey Accardo

To

Be a Travel
Blogger

Be in a
Fraternity

Eden Foster

Cal Peterson

Be a Coffee
Addict
Jaden Kraemer

Be in a Sorority
Lizzy Graper

Be on Their
Own Reality TV
Show
Roark Lundal

Save the World

Write Their Own
Book

Samantha Gutweiler

Samantha
Bartkowiak

Show Up To
Class Late
Abram Zwaska

Cheer You Up

Be a Rocket
Scientist
Riley Hunt

Win the
Lottery, but
Lose the Ticket

Zach Wynne
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Sara Sheibani

Best Bromance
Joel Foster and
Michael Yee

Best Couple
Sierra Hansen and Noah
Mesjdan

Best Tweets
Suraj Joottu

Most Involved
Erin Fennessy

Sabina Heusek

Best Voice
Tess Lenzen

Most Unforgetable
Malcolm Buisch

Best Personality
Richard Thao
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Loudest
Lexi Zach

Short, bittersweet, impacting
over too quickly
Busy, different, exciting
Music, Work, Track
Best one yet
Fun, exciting, fast
Busy, fast, fun
Fun as hell
Handing out cookies.
generalized anxiety disorder
My pee counter
Very very nice
What the hell
Excitingly Horrible Situations
super duper idiosyncratic
It’s a lie
boring victory lap
Fun, exciting, fast
Fun, exciting, exciting
Wild,Lazy,Relaxing
Longest year ever
Crazy, fun, new
Senioritis, senioritis, senioritis
Fascinating, Transformative, Brief
Fun educational finishing
grades don't matter
A Whole Lot
busy, exciting, interesting
Fun, Life-Changing, Usefull
Busy, Exciting, Anxious
senioritis is real
super duper fun
don't think so
Nerf Double Pump
My senior year
rewarding
Fun, Exciting & Fast
Fun, special, hilarious
What a rush
Bro I'm T'd
Meaningful, exciting, challenging
Tired Tired Tired
I'm still here?
hardworking, fun, senioritis
Way too long
woah, I'm done
A test? Today?
Crazy, stressful, tiring

Senior Year
Descriptions, cont.

Quietest

Be a Soccer
Mom

Keely Berg
Kelly Wu
Kiran Arora
Lance Drewry
Lauren Cattapan
Lauren Cattapan
Lexi Wong
Liam Enright
Lillian Griffin
Lizzie Strauss
Lorenzo Puglielli
Lucas Arifin
Madeline Urso
Mai Ze Vang
Maia McKeon
Malcolm Buisch
Malcolm Gibson
Manasa Kalluri
Mariane Gale Pagas
Maurice Humboldt
Maya Casanova
Mayank Dornala
McKinley Wise
Meghan DeSpain
Michael Esry
Miguel Serrano
Mikael Frey
Miranda Moulis
Monica Murphy
Naomi Wong
Natalie Donkle
Natalie Worman
Nathan Swartz
Nick Koenig
Nick Statz
Nicole Feiner
Nicole Gessler
Olivia Bloomer
Owen Greene
Parker Burch
Priya Mathur
Quinnlan Jones
Reid Reinart
Richard Thao
Rosemary Patton
Ryan Larson
Ryan Treves
Sabina Heusuk

Sai Indukuri
Sally Herman
Sam Gutweiler
Sam Mockert
Sam Smith
Sam Xu
Samantha Bartkowiak
Sara Sheibani
Sarah Hurd
Sarah Silvers
Saxon LaFlash
Selah Campbell
Shubh Singh
Sierra Hansen
Simran Sandhu
Sophie Wegner
Stryder Crooks
Suraj Joottu
Sydney Peterson
Tenzin Gelek
Tricia Castaneda
Vasavi Chandramouli
Will Franken
www.jmmswordandshield.com
Yazi Yang

Memorable, Fast, Nervousness
Unpredictable but fun
what a mess
Should I? No
Shut up Turkey
I slacked.
Best year ever
Long, stressful, cold
So incredibly fast
tiring, challenging, realization
Not even trying
Tired, Overwhelming, Rewarding
its already june?
Too much work
Emphemeral, Liberating, Monumental
Fast, fun, memorable
Far out bruh
My pee counter
busy, exciting, social
cheer + track = fun
Crazy And Lazy
Lot of naps
Sooper Sooper Fun
Good plans last
9

SENIOR ARTISTS
Hope Duppler

FEATURING
Lauryn Anthony
Ethan Cunningham
Natalie Donkle
Hope Duppler
Manassa Kalluri
Ty Matthews
Harper Niergarth
Seghan Northey
Aly Rader
Anna Stalsberg
Emma Wallner
Alan Zarzycki

Anna Stalsberg

I have always been a very hands-on kid. My cousin,
who took all 3 of the ceramics courses when she was
at JMM, urged me to take ceramics with Mr. Herman. Freshman year I ignored her advice and took
to Art Metals and Glass. It was during this class that
I discovered a love for 3D art. I loved working with
glass but was not a huge fan of metals, so after freshman year I thought I’d try something else. I took my
cousin’s advice and signed up for ceramics 1. From
the moment I got my hands on clay and created
my first sculpture I was in love! I love everything
about ceramics - my classmates, the clay, the variety
in what you can make - and last but not least, the
teacher.
Mr. Herman is one of the coolest people I have
ever met, maybe even THE coolest. He welcomes
everyone into the space he’s created and encourages everyone to experience art. His sense of humor
never fails to make me laugh, and he brings joy to
the room, making the ceramics room the best place
to be. When I first started throwing I was a little
discouraged. I had a lot of artists in my class that were super
good at throwing, and I just couldn’t get the hang of it. But
Mr. Herman’s continuous encouragement, positive attitude
and comments on some of my sculptures kept me in the
class. He taught me that I can still be a ceramacist if what
I’m good at is sculpting rather than throwing - everyone has
different skills and he encourages everyone to learn new
skills from each other.
As I continued to go through high school and things became more stressful, ceramics turned into an outlet for me
to channel stress and emotions into creating art. I’m now
in Ceramics 3 and continue to create sculptures. In the next
few years I hope to continue using ceramics. I would like
to thank Mr. Herman, and all the art teachers, for giving
students an opportunity to discover their inner artist!

Although I’ve never
considered myself an
“artist,” I have always
been a creative person,
finding little ways to
make elements of my
life more beautiful,
whether it was by
painting a quote for
an empty wall in my
bedroom or sprucing
up my math notes with
colors and calligraphy.
When I began
taking art classes at
Hope's artistic talents keep growing and growing; I truly think she is capable of
Memorial, I found a
doing anything artistically without limitations!-- Geof Herman
unique way to chanmyself (twice), yet the end result was always an elegant new
nel that creativity
piece that looked as if it had not faced fire, acid, sandpaper,
into projects I could
or a saw.
be proud of. Additionally, I discovered art classes as a
As my four years at JMM are coming to a close, I am
mode to escape from the stress of day to day life and focus
grateful to have been even a small part of such an incredible,
entirely on creating something beautiful, even if it was for
talented community of students: the Memorial Art Departjust one class period. There is something uniquely fulfillment truly is a special place, filled to the brim with harding about putting in hours of meticulous effort and seeing
working students pouring hours into their art and a team
your work progress from scraps of metal found on the
of dedicated, encouraging teachers who aim to not only
floor to a one of a kind pendant or ring. I discovered my
instruct but to inspire. I am especially thankful for teachniche after reaching the metals unit in my Art Experiencers like Ms. Riedle who never stops supporting student’s
es class freshman year, where I finished three projects in
ideas and then raising them one, suggesting ways to elevate
the time it took my peers to complete one (to put this in
their designs and showcase their skills. As for the future,
context, I was behind on every other unit that semester).
I am planning to continue my education at the University
For me, something about the ruggedness of metal and
of Minnesota Twin-Cities to study psychology, eventually
the boldness of glass was captivating. One of my favorite
working in public health or genetic counseling.
parts about working with metals and glass is the “beautiful
Anna is thoughtful as an artist as she crafts detailed, personal, and wearable
danger” of this style of art: in my time at Memorial, I’ve
pieces, and selfless as a studio member as she supports all of our student artists
singed my hair, cut my fingers, and mildly electrocuted
to be their best. --Ms. Riedle.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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Alan Zarzycki

When I was very young, I didn’t know what I wanted to
be when I grew up, like I could’ve been a doctor or a business worker. But then one day, my career dream was clear. I
decided to take the movie making path when I was in Camp
Awesum for the summer at the age of 12, when my friends
and I decided to make a parody of the Super Mario Bros
video game called “Super Alan Brothers” starring me and
my friend Ian Mullen. I had a lot fun making props, video
recording on my iPhone, and editing with iMovie when it
came to making this film. As a result, people at camp liked
and applauded it.
Then, upon my arrival at JMM high school, I was unaware of how hard making quality movies is and how good
somebody has to make the story flow. So when it came to
sophomore year, I decided to take Mr. Frontier’s class video
art productions to learn editing and filmmaking, It took a
lot of practice but later I understood how to edit on my own
with Adobe premiere.
Then Junior year, I was doing animation with Mr. Herman, and editing images on photoshop with Mr. Newland.
All of this helped me to understand how to edit better and
think more creatively, but what I really needed to become a
great movie director, was to learn how to take shots with a
camera. So I decided to take Photography 1 with Mrs. Parris
Ford, and it made my filming work so much easier, as I was
able to imagine how my images/videos come to life with the
change of exposure and the press of the button. Since my
dad loves photography, it was also the reason why I got better at taking photos and asked questions to Mrs. Parris Ford
when needed. Because of photography, I realized it takes a
lot of shots/editing to get something right, and most of the
movie making revolves around the usage of a camera.
I plan to go to MATC Madison college, where I will be
able to test all of my art technology skills to see where I belong in the filming business, hoping to become a great film
director. Thanks to the JMM art department for this great
art experience and giving me lessons along the way.

Aly Rader

As an artist I
want to tell stories.
It doesn’t matter
if I’m performing
onstage or putting
together a sculpture; I want to tell a
story with my work
because anything
and everything has
one to tell.
My journey as
an artist began long
before coming to
JMM; it primarily
stemmed from my
parents and older
sister as all of them
have had experiences involving
visual arts and have
encouraged me to
explore my own
creative interests
as well. Throughout Elementary
and Middle school,
art class was the
place I was able to let my imagination run wild with colors,
patterns and designs. I struggled with reading and math due
to eye problems and found working with my hands a much
needed change of pace.
Upon finishing middle school I knew that taking art
classes at JMM was an opportunity I could not afford to
miss and have since taken 5 art classes and am currently taking an independent study in Ceramics. Along with
sculpting I became intrigued by the art of storytelling and
how an art piece was a capable of carrying
a greater message; I strive for all of my
Alan has hung out in several digital studios throughout his
pieces to carry an underlying meaning in
high school career and I got to know him in my classroom
its subtleties. Mr. Herman was a constant
for the first time this year and his work ethic really
impressed me. It was a priviledge to be his teacher. --TPF
throughout my goals; he was there to help
me brainstorm ideas, support me through
the numerous challenges when it comes
to my odd ideas but; above all he helped
open my eyes to a greater world of art.
Words cannot describe my gratitude to Mr.
Herman and what he’s taught me not only
about art but about life too.
This summer I plan on attending a
ceramics workshop run by Mr. Herman
and want to further explore my creative
interests; which will hopefully be expanded
when I attend UW Milwaukee in the fall
where I will be pursuing a BFA in acting
and wish to continue studying art.
Aly always has a deep understanding of the impetus
behind her artwork and when she shares her thinking it
is like listening to a riveting storyteller! -- Geof Herman
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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Manasa
Kalluri

Manasa woke me up as an art teacher
when she created her Green Man sculpture
as a sophomore; I have been inspired ever
since!-- Geof Herman

I have always
loved making
art because
for me it is a
relaxing, fun,
and challenging
way to express
my creativity.
I appreciate
that art can
be expressed
in numerous
ways, and am
grateful to
have exposure
to many art
forms in my
community
every day.
Going to art
class has been
one of my
favorite parts of
the school day

Seghan Northey

First and foremost, the JMM Art Department is a refuge for students to create beautiful things with an amazing
amount of support. It is full of amazing and talented individuals. The individuals range from many different backgrounds and specialized skills. I feel very fortunate to be able
to have spent a lot of my time in the various studios of our
wonderful art department. I have learned that art isn’t just
about a piece looking pretty and nice to the eye; it’s about
being able to not only express yourself but also being able to
portray emotions and make a viewer of your art feel something that you think is important. Art is amazing because an
artist is able to make a piece that speaks to people in lots of
different ways. Many teachers have helped me realize this.
Many of my favorite memories were created in the ceramics studio amongst my peers and extraordinary teacher Mr.
Herman. Mr. Herman was given very great reviews from
my older sisters, who encouraged me to try ceramics, and
he has surpassed my original expectations of him. With his
help I was able to push myself to create the best work that
I could. My favorite projects were mostly on the wheel, for
example; throwing bowls,cups, platters, vases and multiple
lidded forms. A couple sculpting projects would be creating
a fungal environment and a “green man/woman” mask.
Both sculpting projects involved elements of nature which
was challenging and rewarding in the end when I was able
to make successful pieces.
My artistic career started by taking ceramics one and at
first just getting use to working with the clay. Clay is thousands of years old, so I learned to take my time while creating my pieces. My other ceramics classes and a TA position
helped me realize my draw towards lidded forms. I find
lidded forms to be very unique while still being funstional

since elementary school.
As I was choosing electives for my freshman year at
JMM, I knew I wanted to include an art class. I ultimately
decided to take Ceramics because it seemed like a new and
challenging experience that I thought I could really have fun
with. I turned in my course selection sheet as fast as I could,
and hoped I would be able to take the class, as to priority
was given to upperclassmen. I was thrilled there was room
for me, and I was one of very few freshmen in my Ceramics
1 class. Although a bit intimidated at first, I thoroughly
enjoyed every part of my experience. I continued with
Ceramics the rest of my high school career, taking Ceramics
2 my sophomore year, and being Mr. Herman’s TA junior
year. I am currently taking Ceramics 3 in my last semester
of high school. In Ceramics 1, I was able to explore and
develop my sculpting abilities. In Ceramics 2, I emphasized
sculpting and throwing equally, and after enjoying the
challenge of throwing that year, I am now emphasizing
throwing during my Ceramics 3 experience.
One of the best parts of being in the Art Department
for me has been getting to know and being inspired by the
diverse community of artists at JMM. I am grateful to have
had my work exhibited at the MMoCA and some JMM Art
Fairs, and it has been enriching to have the opportunity
to explore my creativity beyond a given assignment. I
would like to thank Mr. Herman for always supporting,
challenging, and motivating me and all his students,
and for promoting a classroom environment in which
productivity, respect, creativity, and learning from mistakes
are encouraged.
In the fall, I will be attending UW-Madison to study
biology, and I hope to continue to make art an important
part of my life. My time in the Ceramics studio over the
past 4 years has been a valuable experience that I will take
with me in my future endeavors. Thank you to all involved
www.jmmswordandshield.com
12 in making that possible.

Tyler
Mathews

As I entered
into my sophomore year of
highschool at
James Madison
Memorial, I
wanted to take
an art class.
Ever since
elementary
school I have
loved to play
with clay, so I
decided to take
ceramics. This
was the start of
my art experience here at
Emma Wallner
memorial, and
Ever since I was young I have loved creating art and
it is one that I
designing. My work gives me confidence and calms me
will remember
down when I am stressed or upset. Out of all the Art classes forever. As juMemorial offers I have taken: Drawing 1, Photography 1 & nior year came
2, Graphic Design, Fashion Design, Illustrator, Animation,
along I decided to take ceramics 2 as well as photo 1, trying
Ceramics 1, Arts, Metals and Glass, and lastly Painting 1.
to fill up my electives with as many art classes as possible.
Many beginning classes, just to widen my understanding
As I became more experienced in ceramics, I found myself
in creating. I will miss the community the art department
getting sucked into my work more and more, I would be
has created, giving me a place to belong. I only wish I could working on a piece and it seemed like the next second the
have taken more Art classes. I am going to MATC for an
class period was over. I wanted to spend as much of time as
Associate Degree in Graphic Design. Thanks to the awepossible in the ceramics room becoming a better artist. As
some Art teachers who helped me become the person I am
senior year started, I knew that I wanted to continue to detoday. Thank You.
velop my ceramics skills, but also help people that are taking
Emma is a gifted digital artist that I have had in several classes. Her ability to ceramics 1 and try to give them the experience that I loved
take her work from the assignment to a new level excellence is amazing. --TPF so much. Mr. Herman gave me the opportunity to TA for
his 6th hour ceramics 1 class, this gave me the opportunity
to learn from the students on how to teach them by helping
vessels. Working my way up to my current task, which is an them out any way that I could, and I found this helping me
independent study, I have learned many techniques. I can’t
in my ceramics 3 class, because I would learn from the other
wait to continue to perfect them through out my upcomstudents as they found new ways to do different things.
ing years at Edgewood college. Mr. Herman allowed me to
As I go into college next year at UW Platteville I am
tag along to a wood fire session with the Edgewood college going to try and take a ceramics class to continue my jourceramics professor, David Smith, this past early spring and
ney in the art world, because it has taught me so much from
it was an amazing opportunity filled with many learning
collaborating with my peers, to falling in love with what I
experiences. Without the help of Mr. Herman and many
do. I wake up every morning and look forward to coming
other teachers roaming around the Art wing I wouldn’t
into school because I know that I will have the opportunihave experienced art in the wonderful way I do now. I have ty to surprise myself by accomplishing something new in
grown an incredible appreciation for all artist and their
ceramics. There is no other feeling than working on a piece
skills. I have realized that art helps us all be able to learn
for so long and seeing the outcome of all your hard work
who we are as individuals and it pushes us to be creative. I
pay off, and the atmosphere of the ceramics room is like no
am very excited to take the skills I have learned here and use other in the building, there is a constant feeling of the drive
them in new places. I want to give a huge thank you to all
to succeed and passion for what you may be working on.
the passionate people who help continue to make the JMM This is why I love taking art at Memorial.
Art Department a safe haven of expression to all who decide
to come to it. I am forever greatful for the opportunities you
Ty walks the ceramics studio riding an invisible wave of energy and then dives
all have helped me be a part of!
Seghan is an artist who finds potential and magic in every creative challenge
and responds with a full investment and full engagement of self. -- Geof
Herman

into the clay with the immoderation of a potter-fanatic! -- Geof Herman

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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Ethan Cunningham

The first thought little fourteen year old me
had when I first saw the art teachers sitting in a
circle, discussing their plans for the upcoming
school year following a last minute decision
to switch schools was “Wow that guy in the
hoodie, suit jacket and converse seems really
cool”. I knew immediately that I wanted him
as my teacher. Luckily for me, that guy, Mr.
Newland, happened to be the Drawing teacher
which was perfect as drawing was about the
only thing I was into at the time. And yeah,
he’s pretty cool. The more time I spent with
Newland, the more of his classes that I took (all
of them), the more my interest in art swelled
into a roaring passion.
I am confident in my work, I can recognize
my strengths, such as my drive to always work
on new projects, and my weaknesses, such as,
again, my drive to always work on new projects,
I have finally begun to develop a personal style,
one of “impish delight” as Newland put it, and I
am fiercely excited for my future in art.
What truly amazes me, however, is that
my experience is not all that unique. Every
single student who steps through those green double-doors is given the
chance to grow immensely, fully supported by staff and peers in a warm,
welcoming environment. That is what I find so utterly mind-blowing
about art at JMM. Every art teacher works their hardest to make sure
that those with the desire to grow have every opportunity to do so, that
people who need somewhere to feel safe and relaxed have somewhere to
go, and that everyone can simply be themselves.
Next year I will be attending Otis College of Art and Design in Los
Angeles, California, one of very few schools offering my dream major,
Entertainment Design. But, as excited as I am for the future, I have my
doubts about whether it could possibly compare to what JMM has to
offer. It was a blast being part of the art department.

Dependability is universally valued yet
elusive, much like gold. But even rarer is
finding it coupled with skill and a warm
personality. Nevertheless, Ethan possesses
all of these qualities. No matter the
challenge, no matter the glut of existing
responsibilities, I can always depend on
Ethan to produce rich, thoughtful work…
even when dependably sleep-deprived.-Josh Newland
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Lauryn Anthony

Harper Niergarth

Art was always something that I found
impressive but it always seemed like something
that only really talented people could produce.
I tried my hand at it quite a few times
throughout elementary and middle school but
I never stuck with it, I always gave up. That
changed in high school. The first high school
art class I ever took was Drawing 1 with Mr.
Newland. I came into that class not knowing
if I wanted to pursue art again but the teacher,
the students, and the projects won me over
completely. I ended up
taking every single one of
Newlands classes because
I fell in love with the way
he taught. He teaches kids
in a way that makes them
want to succeed, not for the
grade, but for themselves.
Over the years I have
tried to find this type of
environment elsewhere
in high school but to this
day, the Art Department is
the only place I have seen
this kind of support and
inspiration in Memorial.
The students and teachers
of the Memorial Art
Department have changed
molded me into the person
I am now and I am all the
better for it.

Once I came to
Memorial I was so excited
about the art classes
offered here. I’ve always
been interested in art but
up until my freshman year
everything i had to figure
out on my own. Here, I
was able to experiment
with different mediums,
talk to others about art,
and challenge myself. By
the time I’ve graduated I’ll
have taken 10 Memorial
art classes. The Memorial
art department, its
teachers, and its students
have had a huge impact
on me. The teachers are
so passionate and it’s clear
that they love teaching.
They’ve set a high bar for
my college professors.
In August I’m packing
up and traveling south to
Ringling College of Art
and Design where I’ll be studying Computer Animation. I’m
excited to start college but I know that it’ll be bittersweet to
walk out of my art classes for the last time. I’ve had a really
positive experience in high school, and that’s thanks to the
JMM art department and all the people involved in it.
Lauryn approaches every challenge with almost inhuman poise. No matter
the complexity of the task, she simply smiles, nods, and in roughly two weeks,
produces one of the most creative, polished, and technically sound pieces in the
class.-- Josh Newland
My editors are so valuable to me and to the school. I know that no one knows
how much work they do behind the scenes to make sure the yearbook (and
newspaper) looks great. Natalie was my chief this year and she had big shoes to
fill. You'd never know from her tiny build and quiet demeanor what a strong
person Natalie really is. I appreciated her leadership in what is not the easiest
of groups to command!-- TPF

Perhaps Harper’s most striking characteristics ( of which there are many ) are
A ) his artistic skill, B ) his enthusiasm,
and C ) his hair. His drawings are
among some of the most thoughtful I’ve
ever received -- each filled with the same
energy he brings into every room he
enters.-- Josh Newland

Natalie Donkle

Art has been a passion and a hobby of mine ever since
I was little. I enjoyed taking my friends on bike rides to
different forests and parks to shoot nature pictures or pose
with the nature doing gymnastics stunts. During the course
of high school I have taken four art classes including, photo
1, photo 2, yearbook (3 semesters) and ceramics. Ceramics
was an art class that I heard highly of by many friends
and thought I should give a try, and I am very glad I did.
Ceramics for me was a break in my day where I got to relax
my mind and just express my personality. Whether it was
sculpting with clay or throwing on the wheel, I had the
opportunity to make pieces that reflected my personality
and character. On the other hand,photography had been
an interest of mine that I knew I wanted to further explore
and learn more about in highschool and I am pleased to
have achieved that goal. In addition to photography, getting
involved with the making of the yearbook as part of the
yearbook class was one of the best decisions I have ever
made. I took the class my second semester junior year and
all of senior year and with all that time spent collaborating
and constructing the yearbook, I learned a lot about myself
as well as being a leader. The class taught me many valuable
lessons that I will carry on with me from this point onward.
It taught me collaboration and hard work which are both
essential for a project of this scale to work out. It also taught
me to express my creativity through the organization of
pictures on each page in order to make all of the pictures
for together as a whole and t each page unique. Lastly, I
learned to be a leader. This year I was the editor in chief
of the yearbook, so I was in charge of overseeing the work
of others to help make sure they are on track to meet each
deadline as well as working on pages of my own including
this years yearbook cover. I have put in many hour into this
year's yearbook and many of those hours were outside of
the classroom, so I value the perseverance and leadership
skills that I learned from yearbook class and I look forward
to pursuing similar activities as I go on to college.
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SENIOR WILLS
I, Evanka Annyapu, leave the DLGG table to my B-picazón,
Christi.
I, Kiran Arora, leave my spot in Olson’s room to Rohun and
Arjun. Sorry Olson.
I, Aristotle Awes, leave being distracting to Rebekah
Hershberger.
I, Adrian Ayag, leave my school for the future students.
I, Samantha Bartkowiak, leave all of my colored pens to Ms.
Dwyer.
I, Rosie Bastian, leave my lack of motivation to my brother,
Oakley Bastian. I hope it treats you well.
I, Keely Berg, will buy another extra copy of Gone With the
Wind for the library.
I, Brady Bergum, leave my Jersey to my brother Garret.
I, Olivia Bloomer, leave my locker in the cage to the one and
only Mary Kaldor.
I, Elliot Braun, leave my PRs for Stryder Crooks to beat, oh
wait....
I, Malcolm Buisch, leave nothing to Peter Sorge because he’s
indignate.
I, Parker Burch, leave the drip for my youngins.
I, Davis Burden, leave my half of the lighting department to
Emmelyn.
I, Selah Campbell, leave Myrtle Yertle the Cosmic Turtle to
Mr. Herman.
I, Elise Carl, leave my gently used 2012 Honda Civic to my
brother, Nick.
I, Lauren Cattapan, leave a message in my soccer locker.
I, Isabella Curtin, I leave all my love to Karsten Knoche and
Ollie Patts.
I, Lance Drewry, pass on my leadership to Karsten Knoche.
Don’t fail me.
I, Natalie Donkle, leave my tsuk on vault to Jessie Kahn.
I, Erin Fennessy, leave the key to the poms closet to
Caroline Gosselin.
I, Joel Foster, pass on the distance baton to my
underclassmen teammates.
I, Will Franken, leave my Slip-N-Slide skills to Jesse Drake.
I, Andrea Fruit, leave my role as “trombone mom” to Noah
Gonring.
I, Nicole Gessler, leave the password to @women_of_the_
water1738 to Mary Kaldor.
I, Elliott Grays, leave number 9 to Jack Shafranski.
I, Malcolm Gibson, have nothing to leave but hopeful words
of encouragement.
I, Owen Greene, will leave number 2 to a lucky son of a
gun.
I, Lillian Griffin, leave my status as Soccer Mom to Sam
Schultz.
I, Will Gustafson, leave Jaxter the sports themes.
I, Sam Gutweiler, leave my intelligence to Danny Gillman.
I, Barrett Hackbart, leave the jeep to the beauty group.
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I, Sierra Hansen, leave my parking spot to my brother,
Jeffry.
I, Bijou Hendee, leave my underappreciated legacy for you
all to fondly remember.
I, Ben Hogan, am leaving Liam Nelson my recipes.
I, Riley Hunt, leave my toga to any and all aspiring Spartans.
I, Sai Indukuri, leave my locker to an upcoming Senior Year
Student.
I, Abby Jackson, leave my grips to Tova Kellum.
I, Elise Jackson, leave my teachers with memories of their
most valued student; me.
I, Jeremy James, leave the state of the Sports report to Elle
Kinney.
I, Grant Jensen, leave the rags to Matthew Berthoud.
I, Brianna Johnson, hope the girls golf team will be great
again.
I, Trevor Jones, leave my respect with Benny G.
I, Quinnlan Jones, leave all my fruit pizzas to Mrs. B and all
my lunch crumbs to Mr. Kellogg (R.I.P.).
I, Jaden Kraemer, leave my Post Malone coffee mug to Nora
Erlandson.
I, Roarden Krundal, leave my jokes to Mr. Olson.
I, Saxon LaFlash, leave behind my retired jersey number.
I, Tess Lenzen, leave having the most annoying and loud
laugh to Brodde Peterson.
I, Roark Lundal, leave my Hydroflask to Grace Olson.
I, Ross Mathews, leave Ty Mathews behind to be a super
senior.
I, Ty Mathews, leave all my earnings to Ms. Glaaser.
I, Carianna McLellan, leave the thousands of gum wrappers
I chewed to stay awake in class to the B-Wing garbage can
because it’s simply where they belong.
I, Maia McKeon, leave my van privileges to Mary Kaldor.
I, Sam Mockert, want an underclassman to step up and lead
the black group into another successful(ish) CC season.
I, Caitlin Murphy, leave my HOSA uniform to Grace
Greening.
I, Monica Murphy, will come back during valentines and
find my heart somewhere in the school.
I, Rosemary Patton, leave the social justice book club to the
amazing juniors!
I, Sydney Peterson, leave my cross country hair ribbons to
Natalie Rhodes, Isabel Eigenberger, and Lauren Schmitt.
I, Aly Rader, dub Kristen CC girl’s team therapist.
I, Ethan Radomski, leave my ceramics projects to any of the
trash cans.
I, Reid Reinart, leave my knowledge to the freshmen.
I, Ben Renken, promise nothing and deliver even less.
I, Jeimy Rico, leave my AP biology notes to Liz.
I, Francisco Rodriguez, leave my spots to the next poor sop
to move.
I, Ian Rubasch, leave Spartan News to the future producers.
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UW Madison

SENIOR
WILLS, cont.

I, Simran Sandhu, leave my life lessons for the future stats
students.
I, Anurag Sandireddy, leave my varsity tennis spot for the
slice master Santiago.
I, Will Schmidt, leave the distance baton to Aidan
Simpson.
I, Miguel Serrano, leave locker 1166 to no one because it’s
mine no one touch it.
I, Sam Smith, leave the dive team to Jack Bell.
I, Michael Toman, leave my quarterback powers to
Dryden Schaeffer.
I, Madeline Urso, leave this 👌  to  everyone I  got  with  it.
I, Gary Uselman, leave my Man Van to Liam Enright.
I, Sophie Wegner, leave my volleyball locker to Abbey
Maier.
I, Jake Weinbach, leave my spark notes to all my English
teachers.
I, Jackson Welsh, leave my wicked legacy for my sister to
try to live up to.
I, Lexi Wong, leave the cheer team to Ivie and Emily.
I, Alex Wowk, leave all of my remaining earthly
possessions to The Beauty Group to do with as they see
fit.
I, Kelly Wu, leave Sunday board meetings to Megan and
Beatrice.
I, Zach Wynne, leave all my belongings to Mr.Walkner.
I, Sam Xu, bequeath my AP World notes to my favorite
kouhai.
I, Abram Zwaska, leave my swagger to Hastings.
I, Addie Zweifel, leave the presidency of JMM’s Outdoors
Club to Rebekah Hershberger.

OPEN A STUDENT

free CHECKING ACCOUNT AND GET
1

$10 DEPOSITED INTO YOUR ACCOUNT

2

plus, a chance to win a new

MACBOOK PRO

3

Federally insured by NCUA. Offer valid until 6/15/2018. New members only. 1 Minimum to open a Student Free Checking is $25.
Student Free Checking requires a primary savings account. Primary savings account: minimum to open is $5. Annual Percentage Yield
(APY) as of 3/12/2018 is 0.10%. Rate may change at any time. Minimum to obtain APY is $25. 2 $10 cash bonus will be deposited
to your account at account opening. Cash bonuses are considered taxable income and are subject to a 1099 tax reporting. 3 See
SummitCreditUnion.com/Macbook for complete details. © Summit Credit Union 2018.
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Will Franken: “You know what I keep on my feet,
G Fazos don’t even ask me.”
-G Herbo
Andrea Fruit: “Don’t be afraid to go out on a
limb, it’s where all the fruit is.”
Ahmed Fustok: “Stay hungry, stay foolish”
Edel Gadrinab: “I have the voice of a pro
wrestler and the body of Pikachu”—Awkwafina
Tenzin Gelek: “you can take the L out of me,
and I’ll still be a geek”
Nicole Gessler: “Last One Fast One!” -KP
Malcolm Gibson: “Burn every metaphorical
bridge you have to see which ones are fire
proofed.”
Elliott Grays: “This quote is complete horse”
Owen Greene: “I live life like my blood type B
positive”
Lillian Griffin: “Do it for the meme”
Sam Gutweiler: “just a little boat tryin to make a
big wave”
Barrett Hackbart: “If you ain’t first you’re last
-Ricky Bobby
Daniel Hauth: “If you don’t do it now it wont
hapen”
Bijou Hendee: The Office, Season 2, Episode 22,
5:58, from me to all of you.
Sally Herman: “Lacking an aquatic stage, the
red backed salamander emerges from its egg a
miniature adult.”
Sabina Heusuk: “I hope my future is as perfect
as my eyebrow game.”
Anna Hoffmann: ““The two most important days
in your life are the day you are born and the
day you find out why” -Mark Twain
Ben Hogan: “I am the Best”
Maurice Humboldt: “You can do 2 for 15?”
Riley Hunt: “Share and Enjoy!”
Sarah Hurd: “You’re not from Madison if you
don’t wear birks and socks”
Sai Indukuri: “Anything could be second hand in
the this world after you use it except for money!”
Elise Jackson: “Not as late as I could be.”
Jeremy James: “Anything can happen if you let
it”
Jack Jefferds: “I saved big money”
Grant Jensen: ““Wah” -Paul Eckerle
Finn Johnson: “Mr Collins teaches a great
karaoke class”
Brianna Johnson: “Remember when Ty kicked
my car?”
Suraj Joottu: “Young thug for president”
Jenna Kerkhoff: “You are your only limit”

Evank Annyapu: “Treat. Yo. Self."
Lauryn Anthony: “When life gives you lemons,
steal your grandma’s jewelry and go clubbin’.” Jean-Ralphio Saperstein
Brett Arce: “Saludos a todos los cochos”
Kiran Arora: “Choose happy”
Aristotle Awes: “I dont take anything personally
except everything”
Adrian Ayag: “I do what I want because I can’t
die twice.”
Demetrius Barnes: “Success, Leadership,
Excellence”
Samantha Bartkowiak: “Be excellent to each
other, and party on dudes.” -Abe Lincoln
Rosie Bastian: “We are all but grains of sand in
the waves of space and time.”
Chloe Baumbach: “You can never use too
much sunscreen”
Keely Berg: ““After all tomorrow is another day”
-Gone With The Wind
Malcolm Buisch: “Everyone’s a little bit lactose
intolerant”
Davis Burden: “subtraction action” - Ms. Comins
Selah Campbell: ““Make America fabulous” me”
Elise Carl: “Girls support girls.”
Maya Casanova: “So done”
Lauren Cattapan: “Nothing can dim the light
that shines from within.” -Maya Angelou
Vasavi Chandramouli: “I woke up in the morning
but was so tired from all that sleeping that I took
a post sleep nap.”
Ethan Chavez: “Always put the peanut butter on
before the jelly”
Isabella Curtin: “Ballz to the wallz.”
Meghan DeSpain: ““Obey only the good laws”
Anonymous
Natalie Donkle: “Last one best one”
Lance Drewry: “Nothing thwarts happiness so
much as the memory of happiness”
Cade East: “I’m not at the beach, this a
bathtub”
Liam Enright: “Teamwork makes the dream
work”
Nicole Feiner: “one foot in front of the other”
Erin Fennessy: “Have courage and be kind.”
Joel Foster: “Loading... please wait”
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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Nick Koenig: ““Before I do anything I ask myself, Anurag Sandireddy: “#Sandireddy2020”
‘Would an idiot do that?’ and if the answer is
Brandon Schaeffer: “Get Some”-Rick Vice
yes, I do not do that thing.” -Dwight K. Schrute
Will Schmidt: “Why does my fridge keep texting
Jaden Kraemer: “I’m not superstitious, but I’m a
me?” - Karl Richters
little stitious”
Miguel Serrano: “I’m Mexican, surprised?”
Gage Krumbach: “The higher you climb the
Sara Sheibani: “Luck is as good as brains as long
better the view.”
as it doesn’t run out”
Saxon LaFlash: “I’m your favorite rapper’s
Nick Statz: “That’s the way she goes”
biggest fan”
Nathan Swartz: “... it’ll be fine... it’ll alllll be
Tess Lenzen: “I tried.”
fiiiiine...”
Kelly Luu: “(pandas) eats, shoots, and leaves”
Colton Tegtmeier: “That guy who skips class to
Maia McKeon: “wait, so do you eat grass?”
play tennis.”
Carianna McLellan: “ATTENTION: “If you or a
Richard Thao: ““It’s not over when you lose, it’s
loved one was diagnosed with Mesothelioma
over when u give up””
you may be entitled to financial compensation.” Andy Truong: ““Oooh, look at me, I looked up a
Sam Mockert: “We don’t make mistakes, we just quote!”-xkcd
make happy accidents...” Bob Ross
Gary Uselman: “Wood, wood, pack a wood”
Anthony Monetti: “If you cant handle the heat,
Mai Vang: ““Live A Little””
get out of the kitchen”
Ian Virtue: “Nothing happens to anybody which
Grace Moore: “Welcome to the real world! It
he is not fitted by nature to bear”
sucks. You’re gonna love it!” - Monica Geller,
Emma Wallner: “Every great song has a guitar
Friends”
solo.”
Caitlin Murphy: “It’s Fine.”
Sophie Wegner: “You have a brain in your head
Monica Murphy: “Work hard. Play hard.”
and feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself in
Alexandria Neiman: “I’m not as mad as I look, I
any direction you choose.”
swear.”
Jake Weinbach: “Bucks in 6.”
Harper Niergarth: “If you know better, do
Jackson Wesh: ““Go Every Time So Others May
better.”
Everytime” -Rick Vice
Mariane Pagas: “There are far, far better things
Gustafson Will: “Hop on the Sauce Boat”
ahead than any we leave behind” -C.S. Lewis
John Wisch: “You wisch you knew me”
Rosemary Patton: “If only high school taught me McKinley Wise: “High School Musical is pretty
how to write good quotes...”
unrealistic”
John Potter: “Try your hardest in school. Don’t
Lexi Wong: “This was nothing like High School
end up getting a job at Taco Bell because you
Musical”
failed high school.”
Alex Wowk: ““Blood, Sweat, and Respect. First
Aly Rader: “We’re all in the gutter but some of us two you give. Last one you earn.” -Dwayne (The
are looking at the stars” Oscar Wilde
Rock) Johnson, 46th US President
Ethan Radomski: “Ow my ankle” -Gordon
Kelly Wu: “When in doubt just go for it”
Hayward
Sam Xu: “Optimists lead lives of periodic
Reid Reinart: “Full send, no half sends.”
disappointment; pessimists lead lives of recurrent
Ben Renken: “It’s fiiiine.”
serendipity.”
Jeimy Rico: “laughter is the purest emotion.”
Yazi Yang: “I regret many things. But smiling is
Elizabeth Roby: “Buy Little Mix’s next album” not one of them.”
Me
Kevin You: “Stay in yo lane”
Francisco Rodriguez: “I don’t think I’m even in
Alexandra Zach: “If you're not first, you're last.”
the yearbook.”
Addie Zweifel: “What’s brackin bruh how you
Ryan Roseboom: “Would I rather be feared or
livin?”
loved? Easy. Both. I want people to be afraid
of how much they love me.” -Michael Scott
Ian Rubasch: ““Not my tempo.” -Fletcher
played by J.K. Simmons in ‘Whipash’”
Simran Sandhu: “speak the truth, hear the
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truth, accept the truth”

Congratulations to Our Retiring Teachers
Lindy Walton

For the past 17 years, I have
provided our blind and
visually impaired students
with the materials they
need to be a successful
student. Their ambition
and fortitude has been an
inspiration to me. It is now
time for me to “graduate”
and I would like to leave
you with a challenge. When
you see someone with a
white cane or a guide dog,
introduce yourself! You may
have just made a new friend.

Susan Lockert
Heather Lott
Nancy Robinson
Lynn Vande
Sande
Lindy Walton
Lynn Vande Sande

Nancy Robinson
with her family!

Heather Lott

I have loved being a Spartan for the last three years!
My job has centered around
coordinating the effort to
bring Pathways into reality
at Memorial, a project that
has provided such an exciting direction for students
and staff. As I say farewell,
I will miss the committed
professional teams I’ve
worked with, and the many
talented colleagues who
have shared their work with
me. Most of all, I will miss
the lovely community of
friends, both students and
staff, here at Memorial.
This summer, after taking
a multi-generational family
vacation, I’ll be assuming
the leadership of the Dane
County New Teacher
Project, a nonprofit consortium of 16 school districts
in Dane County focused on
26

It was so great to teach at
such a vibrant school as
James Madison Memorial
High School and really
special to teach kids again
that I formerly had as
students when they were
in elementary school.
My favorite quote is my
signature on my e-mail
“Life is not measured by the
amount of breaths we take
but by the moments that
take our breath away”. I
wish lots of breath taking
moments for our students as
they make their way in the
world.

Susan LockertKienitz

helping beginning teachers get better faster for
our students. Thank you,
Spartans, for your kindness, your warmth, and
your inspiration.

If one’s life journey
reflects an inner quest,
somehow the halls of
Memorial have intersected
my path numerous times
and in various capacities. I
have spent many hours in
classrooms and offices feeling
that I was in the right place,
at the right time. This building has been the backdrop and
provided the stage, and I have played many roles.
As a seventh grader, Jefferson was being built and middle
schoolers were sequestered in Memorial’s B wing. We were a
squirrelly bunch and attempts were made to keep us contained.
To the chagrin of my older brothers and their classmates, our
preteen mentality provided an energy of mayhem. When
Jefferson opened we wreaked havoc in the school with no
walls. We were eighth graders ruling the roost and challenging
the open concept. From the start we played out all the ways an
open classroom environment can go wrong. We were proud
of being the opening act. We were clownish and entertained
ourselves, cheering each other on to the dismay of others.
I returned to become a Spartan as a freshman. The
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tide of educational change promoted an environment of
independence and the belief of a student’s ability to selfmotivate. Needless to say, this model offered a level of
freedom that backfired for me and my grades suffered for
it. I participated in a few activities that helped keep me
grounded and a number of adults tried to direct my choices.
I was devastated when the setting was about to change
and it was with great sadness when my family moved. My
connection to these halls was interrupted again. I felt the
curtain closing and I was broken having to leave my friends
behind.
My parents came back to Madison in the 1980’s and I
eventually followed. As a struggling young adult I was
determined to get back on my feet. I saw an opportunity
and enrolled at MATC (Madison College), finding out I
really could do school. A different stage, and I created a new
interpretation of myself. I transferred to UW-Madison and
completed my degree in Education with a focus on English
and English as a Second Language (ESL). My student
teaching experience was here, at Jefferson, and John Muir.
I taught ESL for nine years and worked in many buildings
around the city. A position opened in 1997 and I came
back to Memorial and taught in the School within a School
Diploma Completion Program. Once more I was housed in
the B wing! I was working with students that looked and
acted a lot like me and I believed I understood their angst.
The irony of it all was not lost on me. My past actions were
influencing my current reality. Whatever is sown, one will
reap.
I became a member of the English Department
whereby some of my teachers became my colleagues,
trusted mentors and friends. Through the years I created
lessons, graded essays, wrote letters of recommendation,
and pushed several seniors to get a grip while in the throes
of ‘senioritus’. I placed plants in the windows of my rooms
and found personal harmony in their color and aesthetics. I
believed in their healing power and subjected my classes to
a jungle of vines. In 2009 I became the English Department
Chairperson and served for seven years. I enjoyed my
colleagues and loved being a part of the A wing family. I
continue to be passionate about the power of language and
truly hope my students connected to my interpretation and
representation of words.
Now, as an Instructional Coach, I work with adults
and focus on instructional strategies, the classroom and
professional development. In some ways I have been a
director influencing educational shifts which have come
and gone and ultimately reappeared. I continue to learn so
much from interactions with students and adults alike. I
have taken seriously the many roles I’ve played and as an
ambassador of the school, I have tried my best to reach the
audiences that I interacted with.
This time I leave the stage on my own terms. I look
forward to enjoying my interests and will continue to read,
garden and watch the cranes on the marsh. I never thought
I would have the opportunity to spend so much of my life
here. A building is just a building, right? Yet, it has been so
much more than that. I have been on this particular stage,
in this particular setting that has included entrances and
exits in the wings. This is my final curtain call and I end my
educational travels here. Thanks Memorial for giving me so
many great memories.

Senior Athletes
JMM Seniors who are attending college to play
a sport are:
D1:

Swimming:
Alex Wowk- United States Naval Academy
Roark Lundal- Xavier University
Olivia Bloomer-University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
Softball:
Isabella Curtin- University of Wisconsin - Green Bay

D3:

Soccer:
Nolan Lisowski-Semb - Wartburg College
Kate Prudent - Whitman College
Will Lemkuil- Edgewood
Track:
Margaret Fitzpatrick- University of Chicago
Football:
Mathews twins- UW Platteville
Michael Toman- UW Eau Claire
Elliott Grays- University of Chicago
Volleyball:
Seghan Northey- Edgewood College
Tennis:
Colt Tegtmeier- Brandeis University
Baseball:
Owen Greene - St Norbert College

3 Sport Athletes

Grant Jensen, Cal Peterson, Daine Riggins, and Natalie
Donkle were Memorials only 12 season, 3 sport athletes.
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Adrian Ayag; Somewhere overseas.
international non-profit.
Alex Turgeson; Working as an engineer.
Ethan Chavez; dead or thriving.
Alex Wowk; Most likely on a boat.
Ethan Radomski; In my moms basement.
Alexandra Zach; married.
Evanka Annyapu; Doing what I love :)
Alexandria Neiman; Working as a lawyer or
Finn Johnson; Flying Drones.
helping others.
Francisco Rodriguez; 27, hopefully successful,
Aly Rader; Thousands of miles from Madison.
and travelling.
Andrea Fruit; In an awkward conversation.
Gary Uselman; Playing Rugby.
Anna Hoffmann; In medical school or a doctor.
Grant Jensen; Doing science.
Anthony Monetti; Trillionaire.
Gustafson Will; In a penthouse over looking the
Anurag Sandireddy; Homeless.
atlantic ocean.
Aristotle Awes; Famous and happy.
Haleigh Wohlrab; Working in a pediactric clinic
Barrett Hackbart; Married with kids.
as a nurse.
Ben Hogan; 10 acre farm.
Harper Niergarth; Kindergarten Teacher.
Ben Renken; Arguing about bread integrity on
Ian Rubasch; 28 years old.
the internet.
Ian Rubasch; Making movies.
Bijou Hendee; Being an independent successful Ian Virtue; In a mirror.
musician.
Isabella Curtin; Living in a nice house with lots of
Brady Bergum; Working.
animals.
Brandon Schaeffer; Starting a family with my
Jack Hubbard; Fire Fighter/paramedic.
own place and own job.
Jackson Welsh; Making tons of cash.
Brett Arce; As a automotive technician.
Jake Broihahn; traveling the world.
Brianna Johnson; CEO.
Jake Weinbach; President of the NBA.
Cade East; Don’t worry about it.
Jeimy Rico; traveling the world.
Caitlin Murphy; you think I know?
Jeremy James; on a Broadway stage.
Carianna McLellan; Sitting in a chair, nodding
Joel Foster; Entrepreneur in the startup/tech
my head, agreeing every once in a while, and
industry somewhere abroad.
listening to my patients talk about the struggles
John Potter; Air Force.
in their lives while I charge them $235 an hour.
John Wisch Jr; Stable.
Cassidy Christy; Married and having a job that I Keely Berg; Having job in advertising.
love.
Kelly Luu; Somewhere in the medical field.
Chloe Baumbach; Probably in a tent living in the Kelly Wu; out of grad school, working maybe or
woods.
teaching.
Chuyin Zeng; doctor.
Kevin You; In the mirror.
Colton Tegtmeier; Working as a researcher at a
Kiran Arora; Somewhere warm and happy.
university.
Lance Drewry; Teaching science.
Daine Riggins; No idea.
Lauren Cattapan; Happy.
Daniel Hauth; In madison building wooden
Lauryn Anthony; Working at an animation studio.
furniture.
Lexi Wong; Somewhere warm.
Dayana Blanco; Not sure.
Liam Enright; Working.
Demetrius Barnes; Owning My own business.
Lillian Griffin; Hanging out with/teaching
Edel Gadrinab; Turning 29.
preschoolers.
Elise Carl; Living in New Orleans with my cats.
Lizzie Strauss; In a penthouse in Manhattan.
Elise Jackson; Seeking Arrangement.
Lorenzo Puglielli; Retired.
Elliot Braun; Doing research with genetics.
Madeline Johnson; A stable job with a family.
Elliott Grays; Working ay my dream job.
Madeline Urso; Non-profit advocacy work.
Emery (Rosie) Bastian; As a Marine Biologist.
Mai Ze Vang; Working as a Nurse.
Emma Wallner; With a job..
Maia McKeon; In debt.
Erin Fennessy; Working as a lawyer for an
Malcolm Buisch; Two dogs, no kids, one
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microwave.
Malcolm Gibson; hopefully with a job.
Mariane Gale Pagas; Happy.
Maurice Humboldt; Physical therapist.
Maya Casanova; Being happy.
McKinley Wise; Thriving.
Meghan DeSpain; Living in a yurt in an
intentional living community outside of Portland
with my multiple partners and children, working
as a social worker in foster care or human
trafficking.
Michael Esry; Aerospace Engineer at a large
company like NASA or SpaceX.
Mikael Frey; Med school.
Monica Murphy; Running my own business.
Naomi Wong; Not regretting the choices I made.
Natalie Donkle; traveling, working and living life.
Natalie Worman; living life feeling free.
Nathan Swartz; working as an Engineer.
Nick Statz; Being 28 years old.
Nicole Feiner; working at a school with kids.
Nicole Gessler; Working as a nurse practitioner
and either engaged or married.
Olivia Bloomer; Working with athletes for sports
medicine/physical therapy.
Owen Greene; Living the american dream.
Parker Burch; Walking out Gucci with a Louis
bag.
Reid Reinart; Married.
Richard Thao; Finished with college, a nice job
along with a great family.
Roark Lundal; On a beach.
Rosemary Patton; Working for the ACLU.
Ryan Roseboom; Working with the FBI.
Ryan Treves; Probably still driving my dented
2006 Prius.
Sabina Heusuk; I see myself settling down with a
good career.
Sai Indukuri; Working In An IT Company.
Sally Herman; I’m a park ranger in a national
forest.
Sam Gutweiler; Studying whales.
Sam Mockert; Foreign Relations Advisor.
Sam Smith; California or traveling the world.
Sam Xu; The land of the (debt) free.
Samantha Bartkowiak; Being a clinical
psychologist in debt.
Sara Sheibani; Not in Madison.
Sarah Hurd; Working and married.
Sarah Silvers; happy.
Saxon LaFlash; as an Architect.

Selah Campbell; A successful freelance artist
living in Washington state.
Sierra Hansen; In my own editing studio.
Simran Sandhu; Doctor Without Borders.
Sophie Wegner; Graduate college.
Stryder Crooks; Sitting in a chair eating bacon
pancakes with my wife and my dog.
Suraj Joottu; Coolin’
Sydney Peterson; In ten years I hope to have
graduated from grad school with a steady
career in the medical field. Hopefully I will be in
a serious relationship or engaged!
Taylor Fabian; Nursing.
Tenzin Gelek; on earth, in 2028.
Tricia Castaneda; Living on my with at least 3
dogs.
Will Franken; In my 6th year as a bull pen
catcher for the Milwaukee Brewers.
Yazi Yang; Living in a apartment with a friend as
a roommate. Working to make a good career.
Zach; Pro race car driver.

Senior Charts
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Senior Charts
First

Last

Secret (or not so secret) Crush

Adler

Jackson Welsh

Annyapu

Kong Meng Thao

Brett

Arce

You

Kiran

Arora

Malcolm Buisch

Aristotle

Awes

Tess

Adrian

Ayag

Mrs.Gerdes

Rosie

Bastian

Emma Sorenson

Chloe

Baumbach

Audrey Accardo

Brady

Bergum

Taylor

Dayana

Blanco

Kong Meng Thao

Olivia

Bloomer

Josh Barth

Braun

Kayla Nennig-Kniaz

Buisch

Lily Leith

Parker

Burch

Keisha

Selah

Campbell

Dogs all dogs

Elise

Carl

Dhruv Biswas

Maya

Casanova

Moses

Tricia

Castaneda

Dylan O’Brien

Lauren

Cattapan

Arindis

Vasavi

Chandramouli Lilly Griffin

Ethan

Chavez

Ben Franklin

Cassidy

Christy

Will Boyle

Isabella

Curtin

Peter Whayland

Meghan

DeSpain

About 60% of the school's population

Natalie

Donkle

Jack Bell

Mayank

Dornala

Andrew Taber

Liam

Enright

Suraj joottu

Taylor

Fabian

Brady Bergum

Olivia

Femrite

Jack Shafranski

Erin
Will
Nicole
Lizzy
Owen
Lillian
Sam
Barrett
Sierra
Bijou
Ben
Jack
Elise
Jeremy
Brianna
Quinnlan
Suraj
Nick

Fennessy
Franken
Gessler
Graper
Greene
Griffin
Gutweiler
Hackbart
Hansen
Hendee
Hogan
Hubbard
Jackson
James
Johnson
Jones
Joottu
Koenig

The Mancera Twins
Daine Riggins
Ryan Larson
Coach Brian
G Squared
Vasavi Chandramouli
Wes Turner
Brianna Johnson
Noahgy
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Simon Kaldor
Mira Tcherneva/Max Walters
Joel Foster
Aris
Will Wowk
Ethan Chavez
Joel Foster😏😏😏😏
Benny G
Demetrius Barnes
Kiran Arora!!
Ryan Larson
Cole Bell
The Lorax
Sam Sieloff
Kong Meng Thao
Cameron Jackson
The one that got away.
Amulya Suresh
Adrian Ayag
Nicole Gessler
Joel foster
Abby Jackson
lol myself
Lizzy Graper
Jacob B.
Quinnlan Jones
Aly Raisman
ian Brown
Kyle doll
Lily Zwaska
Zumdahl chem textbook
A Tomato
Thomas Kellogg
Mr. Hendrickson

Where Seniors like to go to lunch

Cafeteria
CheesecakeFactory
Chick Fil A
Culver's
Freshi
Glaaser's Room
Greene’s Buffet
HOME
McDonald's

Chart Title

Elliot
Malcolm

Kraemer
LaFlash
Larson
Lenzen
McKeon
McLellan
Mockert
Murphy
Murphy
Niergarth
Patton
Peterson
Rader
Reinart
Rico
Riggins
Rodriguez
Sandhu
Sandireddy
Serrano
Strauss
Thao
Urso
Uselman
Vang
Virtue
Weinbach
Will
Wise
Wowk
Wu
Xu
You
Zach

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Michelle
Evanka

Jaden
Saxon
Ryan
Tess
Maia
Carianna
Sam
Caitlin
Monica
Harper
Rosemary
Sydney
Aly
Reid
Jeimy
Daine
Francisco
Simran
Anurag
Miguel
Lizzie
Richard
Madeline
Gary
Mai
Ian
Jake
Gustafson
McKinley
Alex
Kelly
Sam
Kevin
Alexandra

Noodles
Pack/Cold Lunch
Pancheros
Panera
Pizza di Roma
Qdoba
Rocky's
SCHOOL
Subway
Swagat
The mall
Wendy’s
Wisconsin Center

Any guy who turned out tobe gay

Lizzy Graper
Olivia Wolters
Death himself.
Samantha Bartkowiak
Barrett Hackbart
Ian Virtue <3
Ariana grande
Lebron James
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